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ADVANCED SOFTWARE INTEGRATION - THE CASE FOR ITV FACILITIES
Avionics software development has en_oyod an
incrediHe evolution during the last 20 years. From
Apollo, through Shuttle, and into the current plans
for Space Station - the array of teclmologies and
methodologies involved in the development and
integration of avionics software has moved almost
as rapidly as computer technology itself.
Future, near future, avionics systems involve major
advances and risks in the following areas:
a) Complexity
( technology, functionality)
b) Connectivity
( distributed, networks, remote
resources)
c) Security
( privacy, protection, integrity in
development and maintenance)
d) Duration
( " never ending" and
evolutionary)
e) Software Engineering
( layers, encapsulation, objects,
etc.)
From an architectural point of view, the systems
will be much more distributod (including
flight/ground), involve "session'-based user
interfaces, and have the layered architectures
tYl_ed in the "layers of abstraction" concepts
popular in networking (e.g. OSl) and software
e.nginecri_ design standards today.
Perhaps most important, and typified in the NASA
Space Station Freedom program, will be the highly
distributed nature of software development itself.
Whether it be the integration of'off-the-shelf' or
reusable products, or the integration of
components separately developed by teams of
contractors and subcontractors distributed to
remote locations, it is the "decentralization" of
software development itself that probably
contributes the most fundamental changes in
avionics software
management and integration in the 90's.
Systems composed of independent components
developed in parallel must be bound by rigid
standards and interfaces, the dean requirements
and specifications. Nonetheless, it is the
integration of the separate components into whole
which provides the real challenge. Avionics
software provides a compounding challenge in that
it can not be "flight tested" until the first time it
literally flies. _ normally means that man-rated
or safety critical avionics software must obtain that
rating and certification in fimulated environments
of the real systems and vehicles. It is
combination of verification in a "virtual" target
environment coupledwith the distributed nature of
the component development, which led to special
ITV (Integration, Test, and Verification) concepts
for the Shuttle, and now Space Station Freedom
Programs. The latter employs a "Multi-System
Integration Facility" concept for its avionics and
ground missimt systems. While the name and
scope has and will evolve, the underlying concepts,
visa vis software integration remain the same.
It is the binding of requirements for such an
integration environment into the advances and
rfidut of future avionics systems themselves,
enumerated above, that form the basis of this
paper and the basic ITV concept within the
"never-ending" development and integration life
cycle of Space Station Mission and Avionics
systems.
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